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Summary 

So….! Merry Christmas and Happy New Year (better late than never…) 

The Norwegians came and went, the holidays are over, the kids are back in school DRIVING THE ECO MOYO 
SCHOOL VAN (!!!) that we finally purchased in December after loads of hassle looking at crap vans all over 
Mombasa.  

The new headmaster got laid off (no further comment) and the teachers have been given more responsibility - which 
is working out splendidly! They are doing such a good job organising all that has to do with daily operation in Mtwapa 
while Lee and myself have moved to the new plot in Kilifi. We are working to get the place ready for the kids and 
staff to hopefully join us by the end of this year.  Step by step, building, slashing, planting, applying for grants, planning 
for volunteers to come help us - it´s busy, hard, frustrating, but so much fun and rewarding! 

Many people are involved with raising cash for Eco Moyo these days and we have to mention the efforts of Eco Moyo 
Sandøya, Martin Whatson, Fredrik…….  and all the artist that have donated their work for the Eco Moyo Auction 
(read more in letter)  - We love you all long time and you are making this project blossom in unimaginable ways! 
Budgets for all of our future construction plans can be found here: http://www.ecomoyo.com/#!in-development/c1qz  
for those whom might be interested in a more detailed insight. 

In Kilifi and Mombasa municipal water was cut for 5 days in the end of January. Political nonsense was to blame and 
the public suffered. Having no water really creates a sense of panic! The next big thing for us now is to start the work 
for drilling a borehole. This however is an expensive investment and although surveyors will be involved, you never 
really know if you will fresh - or salty water. Fingers crossed…. 

Lastly,  food prices have risen and we are kind of in need for more monthly sponsors. A few bucks a month - anything 
helps as you all of course know.   

- All the best and big hugs from all of us here at Eco Moyo
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At The School:
Christmas Party !!!

Dec 22nd, the students, their parents 
(or mothers as we call parents here), 
the staff (missed you Trizah and 
Livingstone!) and also my mother, step-
father and sister came visiting from 
Norway! And Lee and myself of course!                 Mamma, Olav and Patrick                        Game: Draw the Pig´s tale              Modi and ice cream

                Game: Throwing the ball on the tin cans!                                                               Mamma and kids drawing           Andrea and neighbour kid

The mammas cooking Pilau                      Kids unwrapping Christmas Presents                                 LEGO!!!!!                           - And more LEGO!
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This awesome island and their awesome inhabitants collected no less than 22,000 Kroner (USD 2,570) by 
selling lottery tickets for the calendar.  

This cash helped us finalise the purchase of the school van and came in just the right timing for that to 
happen! 

Liv Eileen, Rine, Mamma, Anne Berit, Elisabeth and so many others of you - A huge thanks!!!

Results of Eco Moyo Sandøya´s Christmas Calendar

Our School Van; 
(Van)gelina 

“We got a ticket to ride!!!!!” 

This beauty of a secondhand vehicle was 
purchased in Mombasa in December.  A 
Nissan that has been treated well by a safari 
c o m p a n y s i n c e 2 0 0 7 a n d i s n o w 
transporting our kids school Monday to 
Friday and used for transporting materials 
for construction on the new plot in the 
weekends.   

To those of you whom donated through the 
Indiegogo Campaign, we are now organising 
for the “rewards” based on the donation. 
By one month this will all be in place! 

We had to buy new seats (to fit the kids) 
and together with insurance the numbers 
look like this: 

Van: 1,300,000 K.Sh
Seats: 32,000 K.Sh
Insurance: 58,000 K.Sh
TOTAL: 1,390,000 K.Sh 
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Spectacles in place

After an optician came to school and did an eye-test on all the kids and 
teachers (many months ago), Christian, Mercy and Asumptor went back to 
their shop for further examination. 

They all needed glasses that were provided thanks to my Pappa and my 
step-mom Unni! 

Upgrading the Interiors
We have put in new plastic flooring as well as furniture - the kids are 

growing (at the speed of light!) 

Left: 10 new chairs and plastic flooring bought for class 1 + 2 

Below: 4 desks (Table and bench in one)  
and plastic flooring bought for class 3 + 4 
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New Books and Learning Materials

More wonderful story books for the kids thanks Mamma, Olav and Andrea! 

More Books for class 4 and other 
learning materials
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The Beautiful Teachers!
The teachers now work one more day per week 
and have been given more responsibility 
concerning daily operation of the school that is 
still located in Mtwapa.  

They have also taken the main roles in our CBO: 
Cecilia is the Chairperson, Trizah is the 
Secretary and Asumptor the Treasurer. 

We have regular meetings, discussing previous 
events and they are acing all the book-keeping, 
doing the work not just OK - but thorough!!! 

…And Lindsay´s book-keeping!!! (Advanced 
technique used by very intelligent people :) 

    The Mzungu and the three musketeers!!  

Teaching Recycled Design Asumptor is teaching the kids in arts and crafts how to make handbags from used plastic bags!
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At The Plot:
Our house

The structure in early stages           Vertical and horizontal sticks tied together     Mud is put between the sticks                    Inside the house

Below are pics of the storage building/ our house/ Eco Moyo“Office”! The house is made by our neighbours in 
the traditional “wattle and daub” style (sticks tied together and covered in mud). We have lived here for a month 
now and despite the bugs have made it as comfortable as we can. An interesting observation for us as we will 
compare this to building with the cob technique  in the future.

Installing water tank with solid retaining wall          Compost toilet using wood chips     - And the solar system installed to power our needs!
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Locals needing work

In the first month of living here at 
the plot, no less than 100 people 
have registered their names with us, 
looking for casual work.  

These people represent all ages, but 
most of them are unemployed, have 
no education and at least 5 kids. 

Our plan is to work our way through 
the list as soon as we hopefully get 
more funding to finish the road, 
plant food crops and other light 
construction. 

Security House For this structure to be finished, we need to plaster it, make walls for the toilet/washing area and a few shelves inside.  

   Before roof, windows and doors      Roof on the house, unfinished toilet to the right         Compost toilet!             Inside security house, yet to plaster 

Main Road and Paths

Main road from top to almost 
bottom of the plot (200m)

Making paths for watchmen 
to use during patrols at night

Remaining work on main road; uprooting, levelling, adding a layer of crushed stone. Paths along the fence as 
well as inside the plot also need to be made. Cutting so much bush everywhere… but keeping all the trees!!!
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John the Botanist!

While attending a Permaculture course in November in Kilifi, I met John Ndege - a mad scientist kind of guy, with an extraordinary knowledge and 
passion for Native African Plant species. He visited our plot during the course and we talked about how cool it would be if he came and did some 
projects/research with Eco Moyo. And thanks to Unn Iren Kjenslie, he is sponsored to spend a month with us, researching the people and plants 
while we apply for more funding. We hope to include locals schools and groups in the area to promote native plants in favour of exotic species. 

This is the kind of shade 
cloth structure we envision 
for the nursery. 

Depending on if we get 
more funding, the size will 
hopefully be bigger as well.  

Find video clips of John on 
Eco Moyo´s facebook page: 
https://web.facebook.com/
search/top/?q=eco%20moyo
%20education%20center

              At the permaculture course                                                       And John in his element with kids and plants!   

TONJA THE ARCHITECT 

John and Tonja were both 
on my group during a 
presentation at the 
Permaculture course. 

Now Tonja is coming back 
to Kenya after traveling 
around Africa and is joining 
us for planning and building 
the student dorm. 

The dream team will once again be 
UNITED again at Eco Moyo!!!!!!  
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Eco Moyo Auction

A few weeks ago, Martin Whatson and Fredrik Bornø Haukebøe decided to help raise money for the development of our school!  

No less than 25 artist got involved and donated one or several peaces of art. All of this was put together in an online auction with deadlines for 
biddings at different days and so far the money raised will pay for our security building, the material storage, a road from top to bottom of the 
plot, a borehole - and we can start constructing the roof of the student dorm. It´s all just so amazing and unreal and it is the largest funding we 
have received from any other funding body of personal fundraisers! With the help of Nelson Seo and others, this has now allowed our project to 
move forward while we wait for feedback from other funding bodies.  

We simply don´t know what to say, other than THANK YOU BEAUTIFUL SOULS!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

The auction is still open and you can check it out here:  
https://www.biddingowl.com/Mobile/Items.cfm?auctionID=6736&category=1&catName=Antiques+and+Art&AucName=Eco+Moyo+Auction  

Facebook page is here: 
https://web.facebook.com/search/top/?q=eco%20moyo%20auction  

These are the artist whom contributed: 

The art can be seen on the following pages (excuse the resolution): 

Sandra Chevrier 
Martin Whatson 

Joy 
La Staa 
SNIK 
Sergej 

Prefab77 

Zacharevic 
Hama Woods 
Anette Moi 

Pez 
JPS 

Barnslig 
Beejoir 

Icy & Sot 
Skurk 

Dot Dot Dot 
Wan Ho 

BON 
Stein 

Alex Face 

Øystein Dypedal 
M-City 

3Fountains 
Zanda 

Atle Østrem 
Kunstrasen 

https://www.biddingowl.com/Mobile/Items.cfm?auctionID=6736&category=1&catName=Antiques+and+Art&AucName=Eco+Moyo+Auction
https://web.facebook.com/search/top/?q=eco%20moyo%20auction
https://www.biddingowl.com/Mobile/Items.cfm?auctionID=6736&category=1&catName=Antiques+and+Art&AucName=Eco+Moyo+Auction
https://web.facebook.com/search/top/?q=eco%20moyo%20auction
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Master Project Description

Construction has started and money is being raised by friends - and 
strangers. We have made a folder on our website with the following 
documents for those whom are curious to know more: 

- Progress Plan 

- General Project Description 

- Building Design Plan 

- Construction Budget 

- Future Running Costs 

Find it all here by following the link below: 

http://www.ecomoyo.com/#!in-development/c1qz 

Aussie Volunteers to the Rescue!

In the 2 first weeks of March 2 awesome Australian chicks, Lexi Williams and  Rabekah Lum, are 
coming to Kenya for our Natural Building Workshop.  

Not only are they spending their own cash to come all the way here to volunteer their help, but 
they have also started collecting cash back home, to hopefully raise enough for a chainsaw! 

This is something we are in great need of since the construction has began and we cannot thank 
them enough! 

Looking forward to seeing you both - very soon!!! 
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We have a new puppy - Ninja! 

He really has adapted to the new name and 
works in very mysterious ways :)

Otherwise….
We are buying fruits for the kids from our 
neighbour at the new plot. After noticing they 
had chopped a coconut tree (they needed cash 
and the timber is sold for only 15 USD and 
takes 30 years to grow !!!) we decided that we 
would buy fruit for the price of one tree (15 
USD).  

Everyone wins;  
- The trees don´t get cut  
- The neighbours get cash (many times) 
- The kids get coconuts and mangoes 
- We buy them a lot cheeper here than in town 

He is getting on well with Shiloh (dark dog on pic 
to right) as they are protecting us here in the 
bushy interiors. Next week, Buddy (orange dog in 
the middle) gets his balls cut off and will soon join 
us here together with Snoopy (mixed coloured 
one). 

Security is an issue for us and although we have 2 
watchmen working on shift, we need these dogs 
incase the emergency hits.  

Shiloh will HEAR the intruders, Ninja will TRICK 
the intruders, Buddy will SCARE the shit out of 
the intruders, Snoopy will ATTACK the 
intruders…… 

…and Moshi will observe it all, contemplating the 
consequences….  
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         Big Hugs!!! 

- Eco Moyo Crew


